We propose an optical method that uses phase data of a laser beam obtained from a Shack-Hartmann sensor to estimate both the inner and outer scales of turbulence. The method is based on the sequential analysis of normalized correlation functions of Zernike coefficients. It allows the exclusion C 2 n from the analysis and reduces the solution of a two-parameter problem to a sequential solution of two singleparameter problems. The method has been applied to estimate the outer and inner scales of turbulence induced in the water cell.
Introduction
Turbulence is one of the key factors responsible for light beam distortions during its propagation through a randomly inhomogeneous medium, such as the atmosphere. Many common methods of turbulence studies are based on phase or amplitude analysis of a light wave that has passed through a turbulent medium. In adaptive optics, the decomposition of the phase into a set of Zernike polynomials [1] is used to analyze phase distortions. In this way, one can analyze correlation functions of phase decomposition coefficients [2] . This approach allows for the exclusion of insignificant modes from the analysis. Expressions for the correlation functions of Zernike coefficients for the Kolmogorov model [3] of turbulence are given in Hu et al. [4] . More complex models consider inner [5] and outer [6] scales of turbulence. The effects of these scales have been investigated in several studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Some early studies [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] involved the use of a laser beam to measure the atmospheric turbulence. In Bufton [17] , direct measurements of the atmospheric temperature and the wind velocity were carried out along the vertical path from which the refractive index structure constant C 2 n was estimated and then compared with stars observations. The role of the outer scale in correlation functions of the phase decomposition into Zernike polynomials was analyzed in Takato and Yamaguchi [7] and Winker [8] . The outer scale of atmospheric turbulence estimates given in different studies vary significantly. The L 0 value obtained in Coulman et al. [18] by nonoptical means turned out to be less than 5 m. Takato and Yamaguchi [7] give the L 0 value between 16 and 80 m based on data from a Keck telescope, whereas in Consortini and O'Donnell [19] the value 25 m is suggested. A wide range of the outer scale estimations is related not only to the incompleteness of diagnostic methods but also to the dependence of the turbulent parameter on such parameters as the environment temperature, wind velocity, and characteristics of the environmental relief. These parameters can vary among different experiments in nature. Outer scale estimations obtained in Maccioni and Dainty [11] were about 2-4 cm for water turbulence in laboratory conditions. On the analogy of atmosphere, outer scale values are expected to vary considerably depending on the variation of temperature and other conditions.
Measurements of the inner scale are discussed in Frehlich [20] and Ochs and Hill [21] . A method for the estimation of the inner scale that is proposed in Consortini and O'Donnell [19] requires the use of two parallel beams [19, 22] . Inner scale estimations for different experiments vary insignificantly. Studies mentioned give estimates of the inner scale from 1 to 10 mm for the atmosphere. This range is related to the fact that the inner scale depends to a greater extent on viscosity that is slightly variable in the regular temperature range, either in water or in the air.
Both characteristic scales are important for the description of turbulence and understanding of its optical effects. Computer modeling [23, 24] is used to estimate the influence of these scales as well as a physical modeling [25, 26] or in situ experiments [27] . We create turbulence in the water cell similarly to other studies [11, 28, 29] . In our experiment, we analyzed the phase of the wavefront using a Shack-Hartmann sensor. Other methods, such as slope detection and ranging [30] [31] [32] use these types of sensors.
Unlike Maccioni and Dainty [11] , we obtained outer scale estimation typically on an order of magnitude greater than the inner scale. To describe turbulence, we used a von Karman-Tatarskii model. Theoretical analysis shows that the dependence of Zernike coefficient correlation functions on changes in characteristic turbulence scales is not uniform. We used lower Zernike modes to estimate the outer scale, as in Voitsekhovich and Cuevas [24] . We reduced the two-parametric problem (L 0 , l m ), which does not have an unambiguous solution to the sequential solution of two single-parameter problems. We propose a method to estimate turbulence characteristics that is based on the above-mentioned correlations. This method has been applied for analysis of the experimental data from the turbulence model in a water cell with a laser beam passing through it.
Early attempts to use temperature gradients in water are described in several studies [28, 29, 33] . Later, this method was used in Maccioni and Dainty [11] . We created an improved version of this laboratory model to estimate the inner and outer scales of turbulence occurring in a water cell under various temperature conditions.
We changed the temperature difference between the heater and the cooler in the range from −10°C to 25°C and turned the flow on and off. The wind velocity is an important factor that influences C 2 n identification and should be taken into account [27] . Maccioni and Dainty [11] have shown that the turbulence in the cell may be anisotropic.
We tested all experimental data to check whether turbulence could be treated as isotropic. In the theoretical description of the experiment, we suppose that a width of water cell equal to 20 cm may be considered as a homogeneous thin layer. Such assumption allows us to ignore the edge effects related to cell boundaries, which are believed to be small. It might not always be so, however.
Estimates of the turbulence scales in water may be applied to build a theory of underwater image transfer [34] or the study of oceanic turbulence [35] . Taking into account turbulent scales may be important for analyses of short-exposure images [36, 37] . Nevertheless, the simplest Kolmogorov model is used in many studies.
The method proposed includes the analysis of correlations for Zernike modes of at least the first order (to estimate L 0 ) and third order (to estimate l m ). As estimates of the inner scale from third-order curves are very close, any of the four third-order correlations may be used in the case of isotropic turbulence. The outer scale may be estimated from any of the firstorder curves. Thus, a rough estimation of scales requires correlation functions for at least two modes.
This method was developed for a homogeneous layer with constant parameters: C 2 n , inner and outer scales. We estimate turbulent scales in water. We did not consider application of the proposed method for the characterization of atmosphere parameters.
The experiment was carried out with a single widelaser beam and a wavefront sensor with two virtual subapertures allocated in its receiving aperture.
Method of Estimation of Turbulence Scales
A relatively large value of inner scale in the water turbulence [11] allows us to assume that it has an important role. We calculate the Zernike polynomials correlation functions for two separated apertures similar to Takato and Yamaguchi [7] , but we consider more complex forms of the spectrum, accounting for both inner and outer turbulence scales.
The expansion of the phase of the wavefront on a receiving aperture on Zernike polynomials is φRρ; θ a j Z j ρ; θ;
where j is number of mode, and the Zernike polynomials Z j ρ; θ are defined in the same manner as in Noll [1] . We consider the phase in two separated apertures
where S is a vector connecting the centers of two coplanar-receiving apertures. Then the coefficients a 1j and a 2j are represented as
where i is the index marking the first and the second apertures, Wρ is the window function defined by
and the integration is performed over infinity. The correlation of the coefficients is then given by
where C is the phase correlation function
Using Parseval's equation, the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, and the convolution theorem, we can write Eq. (6) in Fourier space:
whereZ ij is the Z ij ρ i Wρ i Fourier transform. For simplicity, we suppose that the aperture separation is along y axis. The two-dimensional spectral density of the phase fluctuation in the von Karman-Tatarskii model is
where A 0.00962π∕λ Therefore, the dependence of Zernike modes correlation functions on the lateral shift S can be described by the expression
where n is the radial order of the jth Zernike polynomial, m is the azimuthal order of the jth Zernike polynomial, J is the Bessel function of an appropriate order; p 0, −1, 1 depending on j.
In our analysis, we used the normalized value of
assuming ha 1j i 2 ha 2j i 2 . This normalization eliminates the analysis of phase fluctuation dispersion that corresponds to the turbulence intensity of the Kolmogorov model. The normalized correlation function may be considered to depend only on characteristic scales of turbulence. Attempting to estimate characteristic scales of turbulence from one of the lower order modes, we gained an ambiguous result because one experimental curve may be approximated with a set of different pairs of values for inner and outer scales. To eliminate this problem, we analyzed the relationship between characteristic turbulence scales and correlation functions of the first three orders of Zernike polynomials. Figure 1 displays some results of this analysis, one mode for each radial order. Such kind of representation is acceptable because responses of correlations for modes of any order to changes in characteristic scales are similar. The correlations for the first-order modes depend on both scales of turbulence.
The behavior of second-order curves, which are represented by j 4, shows significant dependence on the outer scale changes only if L 0 ∕D < 10. It can be seen that the sensitivity of second-order curves to outer scale changes is substantially lower than that of the first-order curves. Dependence of correlations for second-order modes on the inner scale changes is not quite linear and becomes obvious at l m values >0.5.
Dependence of correlations for third-order modes on the outer scale is negligible in the considered range of L 0 ∕D values, whereas their dependence on the inner scale can be seen easily. Taking the inner scale into account results in a rightward shift of the predicted minimum of the correlation function for the seventh mode.
The appearance of the inner scale leads to the cut of spectrum at high spatial frequencies and, hence increases the percentage of the low-frequency part of spectrum. The greater the inner scale value, the greater the relative part of lower frequencies. Therefore, the phase correlation length increases and the minimum of correlation curve shifts to the right.
The unequal impact of scales on different correlation functions is due to the fact that outer and inner scales affect different parts of the spectrum in different ways. The decomposition of phase aberrations into Zernike modes results in spatial filtration that allows discrimination of contributions from largescale and small-scale perturbations.
To measure the turbulence scales, it is reasonable to determine the inner scale value first, using the correlations of third-order modes as this scale is the only factor affecting them. After that, the outer scale can be determined from correlations of first-order modes as the inner scale is already known. Correlations of the first-order modes are most suitable for that as their dependence on the outer scale of turbulence is the most significant.
So, the method we propose for estimation of characteristic turbulence scales is based on sequential analysis of normalized correlation functions of Zernike coefficients. The method allows the elimination of the C 2 n value from the three-parameter problem and reduces the solution of the resulting two-parameter problem to sequential solution of two single-parameter problems. The first of these problems is the calculation of the inner turbulence scale from correlation functions for Zernike modes of third and higher orders, which depend only on l m . The second one is the calculation of the outer scale from the first-order correlation functions, which depend on both L 0 and l m . Figure 2 shows the scheme of the cell where turbulence has been induced. It was a rectangular cell of optical glass, 34 cm long and 21 cm wide, filled with water. In nature, turbulence is caused by temperature gradients (e.g., near heated surface of ground or ocean), winds, and flows. In our experiments, turbulence has been induced with a vertical temperature gradient created between the lower heating plate and upper cooling plate.
Experimental Setup
The distance between the heater and cooler was 10 cm. The heater and a cooler are flat heat exchangers made from stainless steel in which hot and cold water circulate. Thermostats maintain the water temperature on the intake side of each heat exchanger.
To simulate the turbulence drift caused by a wind, we equipped the cell with an outlet and intake nozzle connected to a circulation pump with pipes of reinforced plastic. The flow velocity was maintained at 0.8-1.2 cm∕s. To control the temperature we used a computer equipped with an analog-todigital converter card connected to four semiconductor temperature sensors. These sensors measured water temperature near intake and outlet nozzles (t 1 and t 2 ), near the cooling plate (t 3 ) and within the liquid layer in the cell (t 4 ).
A collimated laser beam with a 30 mm diameter passed through the cell and was orthogonal both to the temperature gradient and the water flow (perpendicularly to the plane of Fig. 2 ). The semiconductor laser with the wavelength 680 nm was used. Lukin [38] showed that the laser wavelength does not influence the error estimations.
The wavefront of the laser beam that passed the cell was measured with a Shack-Hartmann sensor with a 30 mm input aperture. The sensor contained 1500 subapertures that provided spatial resolution about 0.75 mm. The maximum measurement rate was approximately 56 Hz. The sensor control software calculated the phase profile of the beam as well as the Zernike expansion coefficients.
For measurement of the Zernike coefficients correlations two virtual circular apertures, both 15 mm in diameter, were simulated.
The relative position of these apertures could be shifted by a distance S in y direction as it is shown in Fig. 3 (along the temperature gradient) . The correlation functions of the Zernike coefficients have been calculated based on the phase data of these apertures.
Results

A. Thermophysical Calculations
Measurements have been performed for the following values of temperature difference: Δt 0°C, 10°C , 15°C, 20°C, and 25°C without the flow and for Δt 0°C, 10°C, and 15°C with the flow turned on. Measurements at zero temperature difference have been made to get the minimum noise values. Without heating (Δt 0°C), nonnormalized values of Zernike modes were more than two orders of magnitude smaller than with Δt > 0°C, and thus could be neglected.
To quantify the thermodynamic processes in the cell we have calculated the Rayleigh (Ra) number and the Prandtl (Pr) number Ra gαΔTl
where g is the gravitational constant, l is a characteristic length (l 10 cm), ΔT is temperature difference, ν is kinematic viscosity of the liquid, χ is thermal diffusivity, and α is thermal expansion constant. Table 1 contains calculated values of Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers for our experiments. These values mean that in all experiments we dealt with welldeveloped turbulence.
Typically the laminar and turbulent flows can be discriminated by Reynolds number:
where L is a characteristic flow size, V-flow velocity. The flow is fully turbulent when Re > 4000. In our experiments, figures in this formula had the following values: L 10 cm, V 0.8-1.2 cm∕s and we got Re 1-1.5 10 3 , so the flow strictly speaking was not turbulent.
B. Anisotropy of Turbulence
For isotropic turbulence we have to mention some tricky facts: when we change the direction of virtual apertures shift from X to Y, we should observe the swap of correlation functions curves for some modes.
For example curves for j 1 mode swap with j 2 mode, see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . The same effect takes place for modes with j 7 and j 8.
We tested all experimental data to check whether turbulence could be treated as isotropic. Figures 4-6 present the experimental correlations of the firstorder Zernike modes that in accordance with isotropic theory must swap. It is evident that curves swap when Δt 10°C and no flow is present. At Δt 15°C without the flow, curves almost swap but not completely, as Fig. 4(c) shows.
Figure 5 displays first-order curves for Δt 20°C and 25°C with no flow. One can see that prediction given by isotropic theory fails in these cases.
Anisotropy can be observed with flow at Δt 10°C and 15°C (Fig. 6) .
We analyzed the third-order modes, which showed the swap predicted by the theory for isotropic turbulence (for all Δt values regardless to flow). A possible interpretation of this fact can be drift of small-scale turbulence by flow without changing its statistical properties.
So anisotropy is apparent only for lower modes that describe large-scale turbulence. Anisotropy arises when the temperature difference increases or a flow appears.
We suggest that this anisotropy is mostly caused by the influence of cell walls at large temperature gradients.
The theory does not take into account boundary conditions. We suppose that flow goes through the cell regardless of the cell boundaries. Also, we suppose that intake or tube nozzles do not produce vortexes. These assumptions are correct only in the case of slow stream and relatively constant temperature gradient. We controlled these parameters during our experiments. Possible discrepancies between theory and experiment may be explained by the breakdown of these assumptions.
C. Estimation of Turbulence Parameters
Figure 7 displays all correlation functions for thirdorder modes. For different temperatures, they almost coincide within measurement errors. This insensitivity to changes in temperature and flow show that in all cases characteristics that correspond to smallscale turbulence are similar.
The approximation of these data with theoretical curves produces l m values (l m 15 5 mm) that are practically constant. It can be seen clearly that the presence or absence of the flow as well as temperature changes do not affect third-order correlation curves and the inner scale estimates. The estimation procedure for the inner scale is described in Appendix A along with some related problems.
An example of the method application is shown in Fig. 8 for temperature difference Δt 10°C and zero flow. Only two of four third-order modes are presented here. The full set of correlations for thirdorder Zernike modes at Δt 10°C is presented and discussed in Appendix A. The correlation Fig. 4 . Correlation functions for Zernike modes ( j 1; 2) with aperture shift in x direction (curves with square centers) or y direction (curves with circle centers) and no flow. (a) C 2 (x axis) and C 1 (y axis), Δt 10°C, (b) C 1 (x axis) and C 2 (y axis), Δt 10°C, (c) C 2 (x axis) and C 1 (y axis), Δt 15°C, and (d) C 1 (x axis) and C 2 (y axis), Δt 15°C.
functions presented in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) cannot be described using Kolmogorov and von Karman models, because they are insensitive to the outer scale changes up to the aperture diameter.
In isotropic conditions at Δt 10°C the method yields values of L 0 4-9 cm and l m 1-2 cm. Estimates of characteristic scales for other temperature differences have been obtained in the same way. The resulting estimates are given in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that the outer scale estimations do not depend on mode used in the case of isotropy (Δt 10°C, 15°C without flow). These results were expected.
We obtained the following results L 0 ∕D ∼ 3-6 at Δt 10°C and L 0 ∕D ∼ 1-2 at Δt 15°C. Voitsekhovich [23] noted that the outer scale influences a high order of Zernike coefficient correlation functions only when L 0 ∕D ∼ 1 or less. In our case, the correlation functions of the third-order coefficients do not significantly depend on the outer scale. Estimations in anisotropic cases (Δt 20°C, 25°C without flow and Δt 10°C with flow) are quite different. For the latter cases, the differences are due to different correlation lengths along different directions (axes). With the exception of the anisotropy at Δt 15°C with flow, outer scale estimations along the x and y axes are identical. A small difference between the inner and outer scales could be explained by the inapplicability of the von KarmanTatarskii model in the case of Δt 15°C; however, as in Maccioni and Dainty [11] , the model gives us a good description of the experimental data. Nevertheless, we conclude that even in the case of anisotropy certain rough estimates give ideas about the turbulence and the order of changes of the turbulence outer scale. Such estimations may be useful for interpretation of the results obtained in these regimes.
Taking the inner scale into account decreases the estimates of the outer scale but not greatly.
The inner and outer scales estimated in our work are greater than values obtained in Maccioni and Dainty [11] . This could be explained by the difference of the estimation methods. Table 2 shows that as the temperature difference increases, the estimations of the outer scale derived from C 1 and C 2 functions no longer match. This may be caused by the rise of turbulence anisotropy. The flow leads to the increase of the outer scale. Estimates of the inner scale do not vary along with changes in thermal parameters and flow because of the isotropy of small-scale fluctuation statistics.
Pumping water in the cell leads to an increase of outer scale value. We suppose that flow produces large vortices in the cell. It changes the structure of turbulence and increases the outer scale value.
Conclusion
The method developed allows for the estimation of both inner and outer scales of isotropic turbulence in the water cell. The estimates for the inner scale l m 1-2 cm are close to those obtained in Maccioni and Dainty [11] .
Theoretical analysis shows that the outer scale practically does not affect the correlation functions for Zernike modes with radial order higher than two when L 0 ∕D > 1. Taking the outer scale into account is necessary to correctly interpret experimental correlations obtained for first-order Zernike modes only when L 0 ∕D < 50.
The outer scale appeared to be sensitive to changes in temperature difference and varied in a range from 2 to 30 cm. This sensitivity can be explained by the cell walls.
Flow in the cell increases the estimated value of the outer scale. We also established that if the temperature difference is small (Δt 10°C; 15°C) and no flow is present, estimates of the outer scale made from correlation functions C 1 and C 2 are equal. This means that turbulence is isotropic for those Δt values. As the temperature difference increases to Δt 20°C; 25°C, these estimates become different, with an increase of the outer scale value that was estimated from C 1 (slope to y, direction of the temperature gradient). Anisotropy theory probably is needed to correctly describe turbulence in these cases.
The theoretical analysis shows that the correlation functions undergo significant changes when the inner scale l m ∕D ≥ 0.5. Taking into account the inner scale when it is comparable to the aperture size allows for a satisfactory description of the experimental data in most cases. In our experiments, the inner scale did not depend on flow or changes in temperature difference.
Appendix A. Problems with Estimation of the Inner Scale
Let us take a closer look at the problems that arise when estimating the inner scale. The maximum shift we used in approximation was S∕D 0.5. Estimates of the inner scale that are discussed in this appendix may be applied to other turbulence modes that we investigated because correlations functions are nearly similar (Fig. 9) . The correlation function for the sixth mode cannot be described with the theory we used. Taking the inner scale into account can only lift the curve (i.e., increase the degree of correlation). This suggests that the turbulence we are dealing with does not match any of the models used. Such behavior may be due to a disagreement between the real turbulence spectra and model spectra. A small value of the inertial range that we obtained (it was also small in water cell experiments described in Maccioni and Dainty [11] ) suggests usage of novel models for the description of water turbulence. Taking the inner scale into account allows for the description of experimental data for most of the correlation functions within the approximation that we chose. The l m values are nearly equal in correlations for modes j 7; 8; 9 at all temperature differences we investigated. Taking into account the inner scale for first-order modes reduces the estimated value for the outer scale. If the inner scale is set to zero, then the outer scale estimates appears sometimes to be larger than the cell sizes, which could hardly be true.
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